
To address the growing demand for outsourced R&D 
assignments, AFRY has positioned itself as a reliable 
solution provider over the past 25 years.

We excel in delivering tailored solutions through an efficient 
methodology adaptable to any client’s requirements,
in a broad range of sectors: Automotive, Telecom,
Defence, Med-Tech, Energy, Mining, and Manufacturing.

Tailored solutions for your specific needs

In response to diverse client needs, AFRY offers a range
of delivery models. The setup will be customised
and optimised for the specific assignment, aligning
with the client’s preferred level of involvement.

1.1 Professional and Expert Services

Our Professional and Expert Services offer straightforward 
consulting solutions, placing you in control. AFRY’s 
consultants are skilled experts in various technical fields, 
who seamlessly integrate into your project teams or provide 
specialised services. By leveraging their expertise, you 
not only solve technical problems but also gain insights 
that future-proof your projects against rapidly evolving 
technological landscapes.

Benefits

 — Access to highly skilled professionals

 — Seamless integration into project teams

 — Expertise in solving complex technical problems

 — Flexible support tailored to your needs
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Through our tailored services, we aim to empower your 
business, enhancing its adaptability, resilience, and overall 
success in a dynamic market environment.

For further assistance, contact us:

Head of Sales and Business Development,
Product & Software Engineering

johan.andinsson@afry.com 

Deputy Business Unit Manager
Connected Products East

anders.flodmark@afry.com

JOHAN ANDINSSON

ANDERS FLODMARK
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1.2 Agile Teams

Our Agile Teams are agile groups of 3 to 10 individuals, 
handpicked to efficiently address your tasks. The model can 
flexibly adapt to suit agile and non-agile contexts. Whether 
you need to scale up capacity or solve specific challenges, 
our cross-functional teams deliver results. The teams operate 
in time-boxed “sprints” to ensure that your objectives are 
met with speed and precision.

Benefits

 — Rapid scalability without adding load
on own management 

 — Structured team compilation and collaboration methods 

 — Superior team performance through structured KPI 
follow-up and adaption 

 — Superior performance compared to in-house teams

 — High-value teams adaptable to project evolution

1.3 Projects

Projects are ideal for tasks with clearly defined deliverables, 
typically outlined in existing systems, processes or project 
documentation. Unlike team-based delivery models, projects 
involve recr4uiting resources to work within a specified 
timeframe, with team members contributing on both part-
time and full-time bases. 

With effective project governance, we direct, control, and 
coordinate the project to align with strategic goals, manage 
risks, protect intellectual property, and ensure quality for 
successful project outcomes.

Benefits

 — Clear project alignment with strategic goals

 — Effective risk management

 — Assurance of quality according to project requirements

 — Strong commitment to project success through 
structured collaboration models

1.4 Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) involves overseeing 
the entire lifespan of a product or service, from concept, 
design, development, production, maintenance, support, 
and eventually, the end of its lifecycle. We provide two main 
delivery models:

1. Fully outsourced PLM: Assuming responsibility for all 
product generations, past, present, and future.

2. Maintenance and Support: End-stage maintenance
and support.

Our aim is to relieve clients of product-related tasks, enabling 
you to focus on strategic activities. Outsourcing such 
responsibilities is common for non-core products, allowing 
internal resources to concentrate on high-value tasks. 

Benefits

 — Reduced product management burden

 — Leveraging external expertise for non-core products

 — Cost savings, improved product quality, and shorter 
time-to-market

 — Efficient resource allocation


